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Abstract
Experience has shown us that object-oriented technology alone is not enough to
guarantee that the systems we develop will be flexible and adaptable. Even “welldesigned” object-oriented software may be difficult to understand and adapt to new
requirements. We propose a conceptual framework that will help yield more flexible object-oriented systems by encouraging explicit separation of computational
and compositional elements. We distinguish between components that adhere to an
architectural style, scripts that specify compositions, and glue that may be needed
to adapt components’ interfaces and contracts. We also discuss a prototype of
an experimental composition language called P ICCOLA that attempts to combine
proven ideas from scripting languages, coordination models and languages, glue
techniques, and architectural specification.

1 Introduction
The last decade has shown that object-oriented technology alone is not enough to cope
with the rapidly changing requirements of present-day applications. One of the reasons is that, although object-oriented methods encourage one to develop rich models
that reflect the objects of the problem domain, this does not necessarily yield software
architectures that can be easily adapted to changing requirements. In particular, objectoriented methods do not typically lead to designs that make a clear separation between
computational and compositional aspects; this separation is common in componentbased systems.
Component-based systems, on the other hand, achieve flexibility by clearly separating the stable parts of the system (i.e., the components) from the specification of
their composition. Components are black-box entities that encapsulate services behind
well-defined interfaces. These interfaces tend to be very restricted in nature, reflecting a particular model of plug-compatibility supported by a component-framework,
rather than being very rich and reflecting real-world entities of the application domain.
 In Software Architectures – Advances and Applications, Leonor Barroca, Jon Hall, and Patrick Hall
(Eds.), pp 13–25, Springer, 1999.
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Components are not used in isolation, but according to a software architecture [30]
that determines the interfaces that components may have and the rules governing their
composition.
This separation of concerns can be seen more clearly when we consider scripting
languages. Whereas conventional programming languages are perfectly suitable for
implementing software components, scripting languages are designed for configuring
and connecting components. The use of scripting languages encourages the development of reusable components (“bricks”) highly focused on the solution of particular
problems, and the assembly of these components by means of scripts (“mortar”).
Still, it may be necessary to adapt the behaviour of components in order to compose them. Such adaptations are needed whenever components have to be used in
systems that they have not been designed for. Adaptations of this kind, however, are
often nontrivial (if not impossible) and considerable glue code may be needed to reuse
components coming from different frameworks [12]. In general, glue code is rather
application specific and cannot be reused in different settings, unless well-understood
glue abstractions can be used.
We are currently developing an experimental composition language that allows one
to express applications as compositions in terms of components, scripts, and glue. In
order to support formal reasoning about architectural styles and concrete compositions,
this language is being developed with a formal semantics based on  L, a variant of the
polyadic  -calculus [21].
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2, we summarize the state-of-theart in component technology and analyze problems with existing approaches. In Section 3, we introduce a conceptual framework for software composition as an approach
to overcome these problems. We present our ongoing research on the composition language P ICCOLA in Section 4, and discuss related work and open problems in Section
5. We conclude with some remarks on future directions.

2 Motivation and State-of-the-Art
In order to cope with the advances in computer hardware technology and rapidly changing requirements, there has been a continuing trend in the development of software
applications towards so-called open systems [32]. Open systems differ from closed,
proprietary systems in the sense that they are not only open in terms of topology (distributed systems) and platform (heterogeneous hardware and software), but particularly
in terms of changing requirements: they assume that requirements evolve rapidly and
are neither closed nor stable. The essential point is that open systems define a generic
(hence reusable) architecture for a family of applications. An individual application
may either be considered as an instance of a generic family of applications or a snapshot in time of an evolving application [23]. By viewing open systems as compositions
of reusable and configurable software components, we expect to cope better with the
requirements of present day applications in general and rapidly evolving requirements
in particular.
Component-based software development is always driven by an underlying component framework. A component framework offers a predefined set of reusable and
plug-compatible components and defines a set of rules how components can be instantiated, adapted, and composed. Component-based software development has the
advantage that applications do not have to be developed from scratch: new systems can
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benefit from well-understood properties and important design decisions of previous
systems and increased flexibility and adaptability during maintenance and evolution.
Object-oriented programming languages and analysis and design methods provide
a well-suited tool-box for component-based software development, but current practice
shows that the technology is often applied in a way that hinders the development of
open systems.
Object-oriented analysis and design methods are domain-driven, which usually
leads to a design based on domain objects. Most of these methods make the assumption
that an application is being built from scratch and they incorporate the reuse of existing
components and architectures too late in the development process (if at all) [28].
In order to successfully plug components together, it is necessary that i) the interface of each component matches the expectations of the other components and ii)
that the “contracts” between the components are well-defined. Therefore, componentbased application development depends on adherence to restricted, plug-compatible
interfaces and standard interaction protocols. However, the result of an object-oriented
analysis and design method generally is a design with rich object interfaces and nonstandard interaction protocols.
Object-oriented programming languages have been very successful for implementing and packaging components, but they offer only limited abstractions for flexibly
connecting components and explicitly representing architectures in applications. Given
the source code of an object-oriented application, it is quite easy to identify the components. However, it can be notoriously difficult to tell how the system is composed. The
reason is that object-oriented source code exposes class hierarchies, not object interactions. In addition, the way objects are interconnected is typically distributed amongst
the objects themselves, which hinders a clean separation between computational and
compositional features.
Although object-oriented applications can often be adapted to new requirements
with a minimal amount of new code, it can require a great deal of detailed study in
order to find out where exactly the extension is needed. Unfortunately, object-oriented
frameworks do not make their generic architecture explicit, which results in a steep
learning curve before a framework can be successfully reused. Since object-oriented
frameworks focus on subclassing of framework classes (aka white-box reuse), a detailed understanding of the generic architecture is needed in order not to break contracts
between classes. In addition, changing framework classes often implies extensive modifications of application-specific code.
Visual application builders and scripting languages go a step further than objectoriented frameworks since they already incorporate important ideas and concepts needed
for component-based application development (e.g., higher-level abstractions for composing components). They generally: focus on a specific application domain (e.g.,
Delphi focuses on database applications for the Windows platform [6]); offer a collection of reusable components tailored to their application domain; and make the generic
architecture of applications much more explicit than object-oriented frameworks. However, due to their restriction to specific application domains, visual application builders
and scripting languages are not flexible enough for general-purpose component-based
development and lack a well-understood formal foundation.
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3 A conceptual framework for software composition
As we have discussed in the previous section, there exist a variety of languages and
tools for building software systems from reusable components. There also exists a
considerable body of best practice, such as design patterns, standard software architectures, and various reflective techniques. However, it is not clear how these techniques
can be productively combined in a disciplined way in order to build flexible and adaptable software systems. We propose an approach in which five of these techniques are
combined, namely:


component frameworks provide software components that encapsulate useful
functionality;



architectural description languages explicitly specify architectural styles in terms
of interfaces, contracts, and composition rules that components must adhere to
in order to be composable;



glue abstractions adapt components that need to bridge compositional mismatches;



scripting languages are used to specify compactly and declaratively how software components are plugged together to achieve some desired result; and



coordination models provide the coordination media and abstractions that allow
distributed components to cooperate.

Before we discuss this approach in further detail, we first have to introduce the exact
meaning of the terms mentioned above.

3.1 Terminology
A component framework is a collection of software components and architectural styles
that determines the interfaces that components may have and the rules governing their
composition. In contrast to an object-oriented framework where an application is generally built by subclassing framework classes that respond to specific application requirements, a component framework primarily focuses on object and class (i.e., component) composition (aka black-box reuse).
A software component itself is a static abstraction with plugs and can be seen as
a kind of black box entity that hides its implementation details [23]. It is a static entity in the sense that it must be instantiated in order to be used. Finally, a component
has plugs which are not only used to provide services, but also to require them. The
essential point is that components are never used in isolation, but according to a software architecture that determines how components are plugged together. Therefore, a
software component has to be considered as an element of a component framework.
A software architecture describes a software (sub-)system as a configuration of
components and connectors. A connector connects required ports of a set of components to provided ports of other components. A configuration of components and
connectors can be used as a component of another (sub-)system. The main purpose of
software architectures is to make a clear separation between computational elements
(components) and their relationships (connectors) [30]. An architectural style is an abstraction over a family of software architectures. It defines a vocabulary of component
and connector types and a set of rules defining how components and connectors can be
combined [27].
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An architectural description language (ADL) is a notation that allows for a precise
description of the externally visible properties of a software architecture, supporting
different architectural styles at different levels of abstraction. Externally visible properties refer to those assumptions other components can make of a component, such as
its provided services, performance characteristics, error handling, and shared resource
usage [4].
It is sometimes necessary to reuse a component in a different environment than
the one it was designed for and which does not match the assumptions the component
makes about the structure of the system that it was to have been a part of. Such a situation is sometimes referred to as compositional mismatch [29]. The nature of a compositional mismatch can be: i) incompatible assumptions about the architectural styles
of the underlying component frameworks (i.e., architectural mismatch [12]); ii) different data formats (aka interoperability mismatch [15]); iii) different synchronization
schemes, and many more. In such a situation, glue is needed to overcome a compositional mismatch and to adapt the “foreign” component to the new environment. Glue
abstractions are generally divided into two categories: adaptors bridge different interfaces and architectural styles whereas transformers bridge incompatible data formats
[29].
Naturally, it is not enough to have components and frameworks, for building real
applications one needs a way to wire components together (i.e., to express compositions). In recent years, so-called scripting languages have become increasingly popular as they make it very easy to quickly build small, flexible applications from a set of
existing components. These languages typically support a single, specific architectural
style of composing components (e.g., the pipe and filter architectural style supported
by UNIX shells), and they are designed with a specific application domain in mind
(e.g., system administration, graphical user interfaces etc.) [26].
Historically, scripting languages were used for automating tasks (e.g., batch processing) or for programming-in-the-small. However, modern scripting languages offer
other features as well.
First, scripting languages are extensible: new abstractions can be added to the language, encouraging the integration of legacy code into frameworks and applications
[5].
Secondly, scripting languages are embeddable: it is possible to embed them into
existing components, offering a flexible way to adapt and extend applications.
Finally, they offer high-level abstractions for flexibly connecting existing components and representing design elements in applications. Scripting can be considered as
a higher-level binding technology for component-based systems [8]. One should note
that in a complete environment, the composition of components using a script again
leads to a reusable component. Therefore, components and scripts can be considered
as a kind of component algebra.
A new class of formalisms has recently evolved for describing concurrent and distributed computations based on the concept of coordination. The purpose of a coordination model is similar to the one of software architectures: making a clear separation
between computational elements and their relationships by providing abstractions for
controlling synchronization, communication, creation, and termination of concurrent
and distributed computational activities [2]. One can also consider coordination as the
scripting of concurrent and distributed components.
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3.2 Concepts in practice
In order to illustrate our approach of components, architectures, scripts, and glue, consider the following UNIX shell script which reverses the lines of a 7-bit character input
stream:1
cat -n | sort -r -n | cut -b8-

Analyzing this shell script, we can immediately identify components and connectors
as well as the underlying architecture: the script consists of: i) a data source (i.e. the
standard input stream of cat); ii) three components (the UNIX processes cat, sort,
and cut); iii) two connectors (i.e. character streams); and iv) a data sink (the standard
output stream of cut). The components and the character streams of the script form a
pipeline, where each component only depends on the output of its predecessor. Since
all shell scripts fulfill similar restrictions, they all share a similar overall structure: they
conform to a pipe and filter2 architectural style [30].
Further analyzing the shell script, it is possible to detect other important properties
of shell scripts. First, the composition of shell components using the pipe connector
again leads to a shell component (i.e., a filter process which reads from the standard
input stream and writes to the standard output stream). Therefore, all UNIX filters together with the pipe connector can be viewed as a component algebra. Second, it is
obvious that using the sort filter to reverse lines might not be the most efficient way
to solve this problem: reversing lines is a problem with linear complexity whereas the
complexity of sorting is O(n  log n). If efficiency is a major concern, it is possible
to reimplement the line reverser with the same interface using a more appropriate language (e.g., Perl [33]). This is a common approach for application development using
scripting languages [9]. Third, the line reverser scripts only works for 7-bit characters
(the cat filter transforms non-printing characters). If it should be used for 8-bit characters, it is possible to build a wrapper around it which encodes 8-bit characters in 7-bit
characters and decodes them after the lines have been reversed. This is a typical usage
of: i) a transformer in order to bridge incompatible data formats; and ii) a component
in an environment other than the one it has been designed for. Another possibility for
solving the problem is to exchange cat -n by nl -ba. Finally, due to the inherently concurrent nature of the UNIX operating system, the character streams also act
as coordinators (synchronizers) between the three filters.

3.3 Other aspects of the conceptual framework
The primary focus of software architectures is the identification of components that are
necessary for the architecture, design, and implementation of a system. The importance of software architectures in the software life-cycle is often underestimated. Having reusable architectural styles is a precondition for successfully developing reusable
components and frameworks [4] and, therefore, for building component-based applications.
There is a large variety of architectural description languages emerging from either
industrial or academic research groups [20, 30]. However, most of these languages
offer only a restricted set of architectural styles and are not sufficiently open to support new (i.e., user-defined) styles, since it is not possible to define new component or
connector types. In addition, they focus on specific application domains and do not
support dynamic reconfiguration of architectures.
1 The
2 In

usage and arguments of the UNIX programs used can be found in an appropriate UNIX manual.
UNIX terminology, a command like sort is usually called a filter.
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As mentioned above, glue techniques are required to adapt components that do
not really fit the system architecture. Today, almost all component glue is based on
wrappers that pack the original component into a new one with a suitable interface.
These wrappers usually have the form of an adaptor in order to bridge architectural
mismatch or a transformer to overcome interoperability mismatch. If wrappers are
used frequently, this technique can give rise to serious performance problems. However, most glue problems can be solved by using behavioural reflection [19]. The idea
is to intercept the messages that are exchanged between the components and to manipulate them according to the requirements of the receiver of the corresponding message.
In particular, messages can be transformed, delayed, or even delegated. Comparable
approaches have been used in existing languages (Sina [1], CLOS [3], and Smalltalk
[13] to name but a few), but none of these approaches focuses primarily on overcoming
compositional mismatches.
Open applications often have to deal with new kinds of components at run-time
(e.g., exchanging a component of a database system by a new version). It is obvious
that a composition framework must offer some sort of introspection facilities in order
to inspect the interface and capabilities of a new component and its features to dynamically connect it to other components. Modern scripting languages offer abstractions
for: i) dynamically loading and exchanging components; ii) restricted introspection
facilities based on interface declarations of components; and iii) for executing dynamically created code. The last feature is often referred to as an “eval” feature [26].
However, most of these abstractions are rather ad-hoc and lack a well-defined formal
semantics.
Building component-based applications is seldom just a matter of plugging together
components from a single component framework: it often entails building components
as a composition of other (possibly lower-level) components which can be reused in a
family of applications. In contrast to the fact that each software system has an architecture, it is often not possible to assign one architectural style to a system: a system
may be a combination of several architectural styles (e.g., a filter of a pipe and filter
pipeline is structured in a layered style). Such systems are called heterogeneous [4, 30].
Therefore, a composition language must provide support for packaging a composition
of components as a new component and for simultaneously using multiple architectural
styles.

4

P ICCOLA – a Small Composition Language

Programming software components and combining them using scripts are very different activities that may well benefit from different kinds of tools. We expect that
traditional programming languages will be best suited for programming components,
whereas something we call a composition language may be better for specifying architectural styles, coordination abstractions, glue abstractions, and scripts.
P ICCOLA is a small composition language currently under development that is intended to address these four aspects of composition. The language is being developed
“bottom up” by adding thin layers of abstraction and syntax on top of the  calculus. The kernel of the P ICCOLA prototype is an interpreter (written in Java) of  L –
a conservative extension of the polyadic  calculus, inspired by Dami’s N calculus
[10], in which agents communicate by passing forms rather than tuples. Forms are
essentially extensible records – i.e., records with an extensible set of attributes – and
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Figure 1: A distributed composition medium.

can be used to model dictionaries, first-class contexts (i.e., environments), objects, and
keyword-based parameter-passing (as in Tcl [25] and Python [18]).
P ICCOLA attempts to bring together a number of proven ideas from scripting languages, coordination models and languages, glue techniques, and architectural specification. Essentially, P ICCOLA models everything in terms of agents, blackboards,
and forms. Active entities (external components, glue, connectors) are modelled as
agents. Agents communicate by posting forms to, and reading forms from, distributed
blackboards. Blackboards resemble the communication media of coordination models
and languages like Linda [7], but are formally modelled as channels in  L. Finally,
glue code is handled by special gateway agents that wrap external components and applications, and by interceptors – agents that intercept, transform, and adapt messages
intended for other components [14] (see Figure 1).
Scripts are modelled as sets of interconnected agents. Abstractions over agent configurations are values, and can be stored in contexts or communicated in forms. By
the same token, connectors may be specified as coordination abstractions. Consider
the following abstraction in P ICCOLA (the syntax is tentative, but friendlier than the
equivalent  L code):
def future (service) (args) =
slot = global.newBlackboard()
return (val = slot.read)
slot.write (service(args))

// Defined in the enclosing context
// requires newBlackboard
// early return of access channel
// write result into blackboard

Futures are a well-known abstraction from concurrent object-based programming
that allow clients to progress in parallel with service providers, until the actual results
are needed. In most programming languages, futures cannot be expressed directly as
an abstraction, but must be either hand-coded or defined as a language extension, either
because the language cannot directly express higher-order abstractions or because one
cannot abstract over all the possible types of arguments of service providers.  L and
P ICCOLA support arbitrary abstractions over agents, and finesse the second problem
8

by passing all arguments within forms. A future does not care how many arguments
are expected by the service; they are simply bundled together as a single args form.
Another example of a classic mechanism that is impossible to encapsulate as an abstraction in most programming languages is a readers/writers synchronization policy
for concurrently accessed resources. This is relatively straightforward to express in  L
and in P ICCOLA by treating such policies as (first-class) wrappers around (first-class)
methods [17].
P ICCOLA is still an experimental language. As with the  calculus, there are various ways to model objects and components, each with their own advantages and drawbacks. These must be especially evaluated against the object models of standard component libraries and middleware (such as CORBA [24], JavaBeans [31], etc.).
The formal foundations are important, because it is notoriously difficult to reason
about distributed, heterogeneous systems. We intend that P ICCOLA support reasoning
at the architectural level about properties such as service guarantees, and the degree
of real concurrency that can be exploited, by means of mappings to the underlying
 calculus foundations. We are working on the relationship between  L and the 
calculus, on a flexible type system for  L (and P ICCOLA) based on sorts and types
for the  calculus, and we are exploring techniques for reasoning about behavioural
properties of P ICCOLA systems (such as the degree of real concurrency). Technical
details of the formal mapping between  and  L are discussed in [16].
At the same time we are examining a number of practical problems, such as CORBA
scripting from the point of view of available technology, how to wrap and script external components (such as JavaBeans), and how to interactively monitor and configure
the composition medium.

5 Discussion
The concepts we have discussed in Section 3 define a framework for composing applications form component frameworks. One might argue that these concepts only apply
to run-time composition, as scripting languages are typically dynamically compiled or
interpreted. The same ideas, however, apply equally well to compile-time composition.
Consider, for example, the Standard Template Library (STL) [22]. STL provides a
set of C++ container classes (such as vectors, lists, sets etc.) and template algorithms
for common kinds of data manipulations on the container classes (e.g., searching, sorting, merging). STL has all the properties we have previously established for component
frameworks: it focuses on component composition rather than white-box reuse, it incorporates a collection of reusable components, fixes the interfaces components may
have, and defines a set of rules how components can be composed. All applications
using STL therefore share a common architectural style.
The line reverser we have introduced in Section 3.2 may be implemented in C++
using STL, using similar concepts to those we have already used in the UNIX shell
scripts: components (STL containers), connectors (generic functions), and glue (e.g.,
input/output stream adapters to make cin and cout look like containers). The major
difference between the C++ program and the shell script is that: i) our C++ program
does not make the underlying architecture of the program explicit; and ii) any C++
program using STL only works in a sequential environment and, therefore, does not
require any coordination abstractions.
Although we can point out many examples of component-based systems that con9

form to the conceptual framework we have presented, we have not addressed the issue,
how do we migrate object-oriented applications to component-based architectures?
In parallel to our basic research on P ICCOLA, we are participating in FAMOOS,3 a
European industrial research project on reengineering object-oriented legacy systems
towards component-based frameworks. Early adopters of object-oriented technology
now find themselves with large, object-oriented applications that are critical to their
business interests, but are difficult to adapt to changing business needs.
Within FAMOOS we have found that a pattern-based approach is most promising, since similar reengineering problems seem to recur across applications, even with
very different reengineering requirements. Reverse engineering patterns help to extract
models from existing applications and source code, and reengineering patterns help
to identify and resolve problems in legacy code [11]. Nevertheless, there are fundamental problems that are difficult to resolve: i) the components are not “just there for
the taking” – it can be very hard to extract components from source code, even if the
end-user functionality suggests that “they must be there somewhere!”; ii) it is hard to
extract architecture from object-oriented source code (or dynamic traces), and hence it
is hard to tell where the architecture may be “broken”; and iii) semantics-preserving
transformations are not enough to get you from even a good object-oriented design to
a flexible component-oriented design (more drastic measures may be needed).

6 Conclusions
Object-oriented programming alone is not enough to guarantee the development of
flexible systems, but it provides a good set of tools and techniques that can be used
for component-based application development. Components, however, are not enough
either, since a component without an architecture is like a single lego piece – all by
itself. CORBA, Delphi, JavaBeans, and D-Active-COM-X-++ are also not enough –
each solves important technical problems, but does not go beyond a specific domain.
We have surveyed some of the problems with object-oriented technology – as it is
used today – and argued that the flexibility and adaptability needed for applications to
cope with changing requirements can only be achieved if we think not only in terms
of components, but also in terms of architectures, scripts, and glue. We have also
presented our ongoing research to develop a formal composition language to support
these ideas.
In this chapter we have focussed mainly on technological issues, but there are just
as many, and arguable more important, methodological issues: component frameworks
focus on software solutions, not problems, so how can we drive analysis and design
so that we will arrive at the available solutions? Frameworks are notoriously hard to
develop, so how can we iteratively evolve our object-oriented applications to arrive
at a flexible component-based design? Finally, and perhaps most important, software
projects are invariably focussed toward the bottom line, so how can we convince management to invest in component technology?
3 FAMOOS is an industrial ESPRIT Project (No 21975) in the IT Programme of the Fourth ESPRIT
Framework Programme.
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